NAME: ________________________________________________________________________________

MARCH MADNESS!

Play The Blueberry
Song for someone at
home

Bring all of your
Learn how to say your
Complete your blue star
Practice one of the rosin supplies to two lessons in
instrument name in two
challenge.
raps.
a row
other languages
(Mrs. D.)
(Mrs. D.)

Tell a joke in between Do your bow games 3
playing two songs while times to a fun song on
practicing
the radio
Dress your instrument
up for the cold weather Teach a family member
how to hold your
instrument
Practice a song from
your book while
standing.

Practice one of the rosin
raps and take a sip of
water each rest

Play along with a video Play the Power Rock
from Mrs. D's webpage from the beginning to
(dsmusicbox.com)
measure 29

Name the notes on the
D string on the music
staff
(Mrs. D)

Take a silly picture with
Complete your purple
your instrument
star challenge
(Mrs. D)

FREE
Get together and
SQUARE! practice with a friend.
Play with sunglasses on
and take a picture

Name the notes on the
A string on the music
staff
(Mrs. D)

Play a song from your
book while sitting

Practice your D scale
during a commercial

Teach a family member
how to hold the bow

Write your own song
with at least 16 beats
and turn it in
(Mrs. D.)

Play Hot Cross Buns
BACKWARDS (start at
the end and go to the
beginning!

It's March Madness! Join each of Mrs. D.'s schools in a friendly competition!
*Complete as many squares as you can!
*Have an adult at home sign and date EACH SQUARE you complete.
*Limit of 2 squares per day.
*The school with the highest average of completed
squares will earn a prize!
*Earn a prize for each row or each column you
complete.
*Earn an additional prize if you
complete all of the squares!
When you see this minion, take a picture and
email it to Mrs. D. or
print it and bring to school :)

